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ABSTRACT 
The framework of this thesis parallels a much broader five-year research effort which began in 
the fall of 2014 through the University of Illinois Department of Crop Sciences titled “Multifunctional 
Perennial Cropping Systems (MPCS) for Introducing Local Food and Biomass Production for Small 
Farmers in the Upper Sangamon River Watershed (USRW)”. Spearheaded by Dr. Sarah Taylor Lovell, 
Assistant Professor at the University of Illinois, this long-term project pursues multiple objectives which 
seek to understand the complex social and ecological relationships of the watershed. Findings will be 
used to support educational landscape-based design research and to develop decision-support tools for 
land owners who want to integrate MPCS on marginal farmland.  
This thesis explores using MPCS in the projective design of marginal areas of an actual 171 acre 
ranch north of Mahomet, Illinois, that represents a prototypical small farm. Landscape features, 
primarily originating from permacultures applications, and local plant types are examined and 
categorized to help understand their role in an integrated agrosystem. The design goal is to develop a 
master plan that successfully joins functional attributes of human condition, wildlife habitat, erosion 
control, and crop production in a cohesive land use strategy. Layers of geographic information are 
analyzed to locate areas of flooding, poor soil types, and slopes hindering conventional crop production. 
Owners’ land use preferences and are considered, circulation patterns identified, and wildlife corridors 
studied to inform the design process. Iterations of the design process are graphically explored with 
functions in isolation. Tradeoffs and successes are identified independently and then blended in a final 
design solution.  
The final design, based on the MPCS paradigm, is assessed in the context of the farm’s current 
use and as if the land was completely converted into conventional annual row crops. At the small farm 
scale the Multifunctional Landscape Assessment Tool (MLAT) is applied to the three scenarios. 
Comparisons are drawn showing the benefits of MPCS through an analysis of the functionality of 
individual landscape features. On a larger scale, soil erosion is estimated with the Universal Soil Loss 
Equation (USLE) the results of which support the idea that MPCS is a valuable strategy for safeguarding 
clean water in the watershed. Successes and short comings are discussed as well as avenues for future 
research.  
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Preface 
The topic of small farms and their vital role in protecting our watersheds is interesting to me 
because landscape architecture can play a role in connecting the functional relationships among humans 
and the land. Growing up in Central Illinois has imbedded within me a strong sense of the practical and 
an appreciation for the purposeful. Believing at an early age that growing annual crops in neat rows 
maintained with tilling and chemicals is the optimal method for farming made sense regardless of the 
consequences to the environment. Wildlife seemed abundant. Deer and coyote were everywhere to be 
kicked-up during harvest. Bare winter fields had beauty expressed in simple logic. Local streams and 
rivers where perpetually muddy but that was just the way things were.  
 Concepts of perennial crops’ ability to be productive while safeguarding against soil erosion was 
a topic introduced to me through a vertical design workshop. It is compelling to think that perennial 
crops can enrich our environment both ecologically and aesthetically. I have used this research to 
further my understanding of how marginal land on small farms can be designed to support social and 
ecological functions as well as production, benefits of which can be scaled from farm to watershed. A 
multifunctional design is complex by nature but the benefits are manifold. I was inspired by my visits to 
the ranch in the understated charm of a working landscape, and the owners’ personal philosophy of 
stewardship and forever seeking to enhance their property.   
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Chapter 1: Research Overview 
The purpose of this thesis is to apply multifunctional perennial cropping systems (MPCS) as a 
projective design theme to integrate functions that enhance human experience, wildlife habitat, erosion 
control, and crop production for a prototypical small farm in the Upper Sangamon River Watershed 
(USRW). The path to the final design solution is informed by research of: watershed conditions; small 
farm dynamics and land use; cropping and plant typologies; and site conditions. An iterative design 
method is used to investigate possibilities of each the four functions culminating in a comprehensive 
master plan. Success of the design is measured against conventional farming and the current site 
conditions by rating the ability of landscape features to either promote or restrict desired functionality 
of the site. The potential for soil erosion is also considered in the evaluation.  
The Watershed    
The USRW is located in central Illinois with its 
headwaters in Champaign, Ford and McLean counties. 
Covering nearly 1,425 square miles, the watershed 
drains through the Sangamon River officially starting 
north of Mahomet and traveling southwest to Lake 
Decatur. Below Lake Decatur the Sangamon River 
continues to Springfield before joining the Illinois 
River. Figure 1 shows the watershed centrally located 
in Illinois. The boundary of the USRW is delineated by 
USGS nationwide hydrologic unit code 8 (HUC8). Lake 
Decatur receives the drainage from 925 square miles, of 
mostly farmland and small rural communities. The city of Decatur is situated on the north bank of the 
lake. The lake was built in 1922 as a fresh water source for the 82,000 citizens of Decatur. Due to 
siltation from natural and human sources, the lake has been dredged in the past at a cost of over $90 
million dollars (City of Decatur, 2014).   
Ninety percent of the land in the watershed is used for agriculture of which about 83 percent is 
used for corn and soybean row crops and involves continual disturbance from tilling vast tracks of land. 
In Figure 2, land used for agriculture is colored tan illustrating the extent of agriculture within the 
watershed boundary and beyond. In Champaign County nearly 78% percent of the land used for corn 
Figure 1. Watershed location map.  
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and soybean receives any type of conservation tillage 
such as reduced-till, mulch-till, or no-till which would 
help to reduce soil erosion when crops are not in the 
ground (IEPA 2007, pg. 5-9, Table 5-13). According to 
the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency (IEPA’s 
1996) 48% of the river and streams in the Sangamon 
River watershed were categorized as being in good 
condition but 51% were in fair condition and 1% poor 
condition. The IEPA lists the primary causes of water 
quality problems in the river as “nutrients and 
siltation attributed to agriculture and hydrologic/habitat 
modifications”. Increasing water quality is the motivating factor for seeking positive watershed 
management practices on small farms since statistically they comprise most of the acreage.   
The upper Sangamon River was placed on the EPA’s 303d list of impaired waters due in part to 
control pollutant contributions from point and non-point sources in the watershed. A number of 
controls are listed to facilitate compliance with the EPAs Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) including 
farmland conservation programs targeted to keep soil in place and with it nutrients such as nitrogen and 
phosphorous. Also recognized in the report is the need to reduce runoff from areas of highly erodible 
soils, hydric lands, and areas of high slopes.  
The Site   
The Red Horse Ranch is the prototypical small 
farm used for design in this thesis. Located 5 miles 
north of the village of Mahomet in Champaign County 
(Figure 3), the ranch encompasses 171 acres comprised 
of woods, gently sloping tillable fields, meadows, 
pastures, and residential grounds. Pancake Creek is a 
major feature in the property and drains the ranch and 
farm land to the west and north before emptying into 
the Sangamon River about a mile to the east. 
Separating the site north and south, Pancake Creek has 
been channelized by the United States Army Corps of 
Figure 3. Ranch location is indicated by the red 
box on the map north of Mahomet. 
Figure 2. Land use map. 
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Engineers (USACE) to improve the speed of drainage of the surrounding farmland, much of which is tiled 
into the creek.    
The ranch is privately owned by Gina Walls and Len Stelle, both of whom make the bulk of their 
livelihood outside of the ranch. Approximately 35 acres of the ranch is currently enrolled in the 
Conservation Reserve Program (CRP). A portion of the land enrolled in CRP is planted with a mix of 
grasses and native forbs to attract pollinators and as permanent cover to enhance soil structure on 
otherwise exposed relatively non-productive glacial till. Some of the CRP land is intended to restore 
upland forest ecology and includes native grasses, forbs, and trees. This site was chosen because of the 
author’s familiarity with the owners, the owner’s enthusiasm for innovative land use ideas, and 
opportunities for a landscape design that addresses the research questions.   
Figure 4 is a view looking east that welcomes guests upon arrival at the ranch. Figure 5 is a 
collection of images that give a sense of the existing landscape. The site is characterized by open areas 
of conventional crop production, rustic horse pasture enclosed by efficient wood post and wire fencing, 
naturalized zones of native prairie and woodland plants, and hedgerows. The whole farm exemplifies 
Midwest pastoral charm derived from a mix of land uses on open vistas.  
 
 
Figure 4. Panoramic view of the ranch upon arrival. 
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Figure 5. Clockwise from top left; conventional crops, horse pasture, Pancake Creek, pollinator plot.  
Research Questions 
How can marginal land on small farm be designed using multifunctional perennial cropping 
systems (MPCS) to satisfy needs for, human experience, habitat enhancement, erosion protection, and 
crop production? How can permaculture techniques be applied to help reduce soil erosion in the USRW? 
How would such a system be expressed and how would each part of the farm (in this case “ranch”) 
relate to the whole system?  
Proposal  
 This research uses projective design to explore how the pieces go together. The final design 
solution answers the research questions and serves as reference for other small farms seeking similar 
solutions for their marginal land. The Red Horse Ranch serves as a locus for design projections of MPCS 
on a small farm scale as a strategy for protecting water quality downstream. Opportunities for 
introducing a MPCS on the ranch are identified and include interventions based on examples taken from 
sylvaculture and permaculture cropping techniques and plant types. The design process engages 
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cultural, ecological, and productive functions as separate design elements through a series of quick 
sketches. Promising design features are exposed in this manner and synthesized in a final design 
solution. What the farm would look like is expressed in a series of vignettes highlighting the intrinsic 
aesthetic appeal derived from the MPCS design. The resulting MPCS design as well as scenarios for 
current conservation land uses and the status quo of conventional farming are assessed in the context of 
providing multiple argosystem services. Soil loss is also evaluated for the alternative landscapes as a 
means of considering the impact on water quality in the watershed.  
Overall, designing the ranch as a MPCS landscape prototype is a valuable research vehicle for 
exploring unconventional, yet beneficial, cropping systems on marginal land to control soil erosion while 
providing multiple beneficial functions for the land and land owners.  
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 
Multifunctional Perennial Cropping Systems 
Current research at the University of Illinois under the direction of Dr. Lovell is engaged in 
building tools for farmers to design and implement MPCS water quality problems in the USRW. Dr. 
Lovell’s research is focused on integrating multiple ecosystem services into the landscape by using 
perennial crops. A key reason for this research this is to support farm productivity while providing 
ecosystem services. This research takes place mainly in the USRW in part because it is readily accessible 
and sediment and nutrient loading is impairing water quality in the river and downstream at Lake 
Decatur.  
MPCS is a concept borrowed from Dr. Lovell’s work and used in this thesis as an important 
theme for design because of the complementary benefits concurrent to crop production such as 
reducing runoff and soil erosion, enriching wildlife habitat, and visual and recreational appeal. 
Multifunctional landscape can be defined as “landscapes that provide a range of beneficial functions 
across production, ecological, and cultural dimensions, considering the needs and preferences of the 
owners and users.” (Lovell and Taylor 2013). The term function as applied to this research means 
purpose. For example, a cover crop of clover planted between rows of trees has the capacity hold the 
soil in place as well as keeping the tree roots cool and is a source of pollen for insects. Therefore, when 
planning for multiple purposes, land can support many functions when its capacities or services are 
realized. There are other approaches to defining functionality that revolve around the term process but 
purpose and capacity are also important concepts when thinking about landscape (Brandt and Vejre 
2004). Brandt and Vejre make the point that “there is a close connection between landscape structure 
and landscape function”. Hence, using MPCS as a design strategy for small farms seeks to exploit 
perennial cropping systems to build overlapping layers of valuable functions for small farms.       
Small Farms and Marginal Land   
The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) classifies small farms as those having a 
gross cash farm income (GCFI) of less than $250,000 (Hoppe 2010). Currently small farms make up 91% 
of all US farms in total number of farms. Hoppe’s report also states “about 60% of these farms are very 
small, generating GCFI less than $10,000”. Government programs and financial support for targeted 
toward large farms while small farms only benefit from land-retirement funding such as the CRP (Hoppe 
2007). Limited resources facing small farms may make land use strategies that combine multiple 
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functions and diversified revenue streams could be more attractive than conventional farming or even 
conservation programs given the current agro-economic structure.  
Small farms operated by owners that derive most of their income outside of the farm do not 
depend on their land to support them. As such, small farmers have flexibility when it comes to how they 
wish to use their land either for crop or livestock production, wildlife habitat, recreation or other 
hobbies that may or may not provide income (Lambert 2006).  
Farmers seeking property tax relief can set aside acreage from production and instead place 
lands into a federally funded conservation program such as CRP in which land is removed from 
agricultural production and planted with environmentally beneficial species targeted to reduce runoff 
and improve water quality. The farmer is paid rent for the land by the agency funding the program. CRP 
is funded through the USDA and administered by the Farm Service Agency (FSA). Pheasants Forever, Inc. 
works with farmer to develop their CRP lands with grass seed mixes suitable for local environments that 
grow food and habitat for pheasants and other game birds. Qualifying land must meet criteria for being 
environmentally sensitive under CRP definition. This means that the land is prone to erosion (due to soil 
texture or slope) and is in close proximity to a wetland or body of water (USDA 2015). Such lands are 
commonly referred to as marginal. Marginal land in the USRW can be thought of as opportunity land for 
alternative uses that could include more environmentally sustainable crop production.  
Permaculture, MPCS, and Cropping Types   
Most conventional crops (corn, soybeans, wheat, etc.) are arranged in evenly spaced linear rows 
for ease of cultivation. While straight rows are suitable for large fields, smaller fields can benefit from 
custom crop arrangements that take advantage of topography or that benefit from use of non-linear 
layout. Bill Mollison is a noted advocate and educator of permaculture practice. His book Permaculture: 
A Practical Guide for a Sustainable Future, (Mollison 1990) puts forth a variety of cropping systems 
aimed toward optimizing crop production with perennial plants while protecting against soil erosion and 
building healthy ecosystems. Mollison’s work approaches farming from a holistic point of view where 
people can apply permanent agriculture predicated on self-reliance, land stewardship, and resilience of 
natural ecosystems–all fitting concepts for framing small farm design.  
One key to Mollison’s cropping systems is edge effect or planting wavy crop rows or hedge rows 
in order to optimize interaction among beneficial creatures. Aranya, a British permaculture enthusiast 
and author of the book Permaculture Design. Aranya emphasizes that boundaries between systems are 
fertile for interaction as well as acting to trap organic material and crop debris to build healthy soil 
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(Aranya 2012). The depth of crenellations can be designed to best allow sun and water to travel in and 
across it. Waves too deep could cast heavy shadows if oriented north-south. What this means for the 
ranch design is the need to create as many edges among cropping features as possible in order to 
promote interconnected habitats. Other important considerations in crop layout are the type and 
volume of crop yield as well as what kind of equipment will be used during planting, maintaining, and 
harvesting. The ranch owners currently use a small multi-use tractor equipped with a front end loader, 
rear implement attachment points, and all-wheel drive making this tractor well suited for tight 
maneuvering.   
Considering criteria such as soil conditions, flooding, slope, habitat, and expected production; 
there are several types of crop arrangements that could be used on the ranch. Most arrangements can 
be found in Mollison’s book which are based on arid regions of Australia and Africa where water 
conservation and protective microclimates are paramount.  
The mandala layout in Figure 6 is efficient because it 
minimizes the distance to move from one lobe or keyway to 
another and the center is useful for parking planting or harvest 
wagons. The mandala design takes advantage of radially spaced 
planting on flat ground to concentrate operations in a small 
space 30 to 40 feet diameter. Taller crops form a boarder to 
shelter interior plants. The mandala layout has its origins in 
tropical and subtropical regions but can be effective in 
temperate regions (Mollison 1990). Its manageable size makes 
the mandala suitable for crops requiring intense labor or for 
thin soils that require soil amendment. The mandala can be 
easily modified to accommodate circulation by establishing just 
one lobe or keyway as shown in Figure 7. Continuing the paths 
through the outer ring of plants allows connection to other 
parts of the farm but reduces its sheltering ability. 
Growing taller trees along the back of a southern facing 
shelterbelt or pocket (Figure 8) will have the effect of collecting 
solar energy in the plant material and soil then releasing heat 
back into the environment creating a warm microclimate. 
Figure 6.  Mandala. 
Figure 7.  Keyway. 
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Similar planting arrangements such as hedgerows and 
windbreaks help to reduce climate stresses either from cold or 
warm weather environments (Folk 2013). Pockets also trap 
snow which is useful for blanketing and protecting winter crops 
from drying when the ground is frozen. For sandy soils or soils 
that do not retain moisture, the pocket or other sheltering 
arrangement is advantageous for sheltering plants from winter 
winds that tend to pull moisture out of leaves and the soil 
(Mollison 1990). Calm wind and proximity to tree roosting and 
nesting also favor predatory birds and insects useful in 
controlling pests. The vertical dimension of the pocket or any 
cropping system containing trees provides a layered habitat that 
can accommodate a variety of creatures from the ground to 
tree canopy. Orienting the pocket with the open end windward 
is useful for funneling wind currents to promote summer drying, 
keep mildew in check, and decrease frost damage depending on 
the needs of the crops. The mandala, keyway, and pocket 
layouts can be categorized as cropping systems suitable for 
intensive crops that benefit from protective microclimates that 
mediate temperature, moisture, and/or wind.  
Contour layout (Figure 9) works to intercept overland 
flow of runoff with shallow ditches dug or contour or 
perpendicular to the slope intended to detain water for less 
than 24 hours. Excavated soil is embanked on the downhill side 
of the swale and can be stabilized with deep-root plant cover. 
Intercepted water is channeled laterally across the hill 
promoting groundwater recharge of soils below the swale. 
Contours are most effective when planted with trees to prevent 
soil close to the swale from remaining saturated as the added 
evapotranspiration helps to regulate soil moisture (Mollison 
1990).  
Figure 8.  Pocket. 
Figure 9.  Contour. 
Figure 10.  Terrace. 
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Terracing (Figure 10) creates well-drained plots for 
cultivation and water infiltration. Often requiring the use of 
excavating equipment for leveling, this type of layout may be 
too intensive for small farms but can be an effective solution for 
establishing crops on very steep hill sides. The vertical face of 
the terrace is held in place with permanent deep-rooted plants 
and can double as nesting sites, pollinator strips, etc. Terraced 
landscapes follow and emphasize the contours of the hill.   
Strip, block, and alley (Figures 11, 12, and 13) optimize 
machine operation with orderly rows of alternating herbaceous 
plants and woody shrubs. Strip and block are nearly the same 
layout except in a block the woody shrubs (or vines) are spaced 
wide enough for mechanized cultivation of the cover crops in 
between the rows. Woody shrubs in a block can be allowed to 
grow tall much like a vineyard whereas the strip is suitable for 
combinations shorter plants with similar solar requirements. 
Alley cropping is commonly planted with rows of fruit trees and 
the interstitial space is used for ground covers. All three provide 
visual interest from their consistent rows and vertical rhythm. 
Blocks with taller woody plantings and alleys push into vertical 
dimension more than relativly lower strip cropping. Although 
the alley can lose vertical definition over time if tree canopies 
are allowed to spread.   
Savanna (Figure 14) type configuration takes advantage 
of the shade and microclimate afforded by mature trees to 
grow a variety of understory plants including smaller trees, 
brambles, vines, and bushes. Savana cropping offers free 
movement, sight lines, and shelter for larger animals while tree 
debris and leaf litter benefit smaller creatures and insects. Tree 
spacing can be varied in order to fit design needs. Large open 
space between the dripline of the trees can be used for prairie 
Figure 11.  Strip. 
Figure 12.  Block. 
Figure 13.  Alley. 
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plant communities. Tighter spacing with slightly overlapping 
tree canopies are suitable for establishing shade tolerant plants 
and understory crops. Clusters of savanna can be used as design 
element for pastoral landscape themes. A mix of moderately 
dense and scattered tree spacing would offer a variety of 
cropping, circulation, and hunting experiences aligned with the 
goals for the ranch.  
 Vineyard (Figure 15) type is conducive for growing hops 
and grapes. Visually the rows are a strong three-dimensional 
repetitive feature in every season. Row alignment can be used 
for directing views or for contrasting form for native/drift 
prairie style plantings. As habitat, the open spaces between the 
rows are good for large game birds such as turkey and pheasant 
that prefer some shelter but require space for landing and 
takeoff. If only considering production, then rows are best 
oriented north/south for maximum solar exposure.  
The types of cropping layouts are identified in Table 1 
based on suitable site conditions or outstanding characteristics 
as indicated with an “X”. For example the pocket would be 
helpful as a wind buffer and conserving moisture while 
providing robust habitat given the ability to create a layered 
microclimate. The purpose of Table 1 is to enable the design 
process by capitalizing on strengths of the individual cropping 
systems.   
  
Figure 14.  Savanna. 
Figure 15.  Vineyard. 
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Table 1. Crop typology. 
 Condition or Characteristic 
C
ro
p
 A
rr
an
ge
m
e
n
t 
 Wind 
Buffer 
Flood Zone Thin Soil 
Water 
Conservation 
Slope 
Erosion 
Habitat Production 
Mandal
a  
  X    X 
Keyway       X 
Pocket X   X  X  
Contour     X   
Terrace     X   
Strip       X 
Block       X 
Alley    X   X 
Savanna X X X X  X X 
Vineyar
d 
X  X    X 
  
Plant Typology 
The ranch is its own laboratory offering lessons on what plants flourish while others struggle to 
survive. Many of the pine trees planted as windbreaks around the perimeter of the property are in 
decline. The owners originally planted windbreaks on all four sides of the ranch consisting of five rows of 
mixed pine, spruce, and cedar trees as part of the conservation efforts under CRP. The native red cedars 
are well established and appear to be healthy. The obvious lesson is native trees tend to do better than 
non-native trees which is a site condition that is not so apparent with other plants types. Native 
adaptation is a strong design consideration given the heavy clay soil, persistent wind, and full sun 
conditions as opposed to more tempered conditions found in sheltered urban yards where a wider array 
of plants can grow in relative protection.   
Native plant lists for the Midwest are readily available for farmers from government agencies 
such as: Illinois Department of Natural Resources Landscaping for Wildlife booklet (IDNR 2008); USDA 
NRCS Native Plant Guide (USDA 2005); and Champaign Soil and Water Conservation District annual tree 
sales list (CSWD 2015). However, availability of some species in these lists marginalize their usefulness. 
Therefore Table 1 is synthesized from these sources and from the ranch owner’s experience. This matrix 
serves as a guide for general selection of plant types in the design process.  
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Plants listed under the examples column already exist on site or would be suitable based on 
rural conditions. While all plants would perform to some level in each category, some plants would be 
expected to surpass others. Relative levels of performance are indicated by a range of shading with dark 
green indicating excellent performance, medium green indicating moderate performance, and light 
green indicating low performance. For example, apple and cherry trees should produce an abundance of 
fruit that could be readily sold or consumed while grasses could be expected to produce biofuel that 
must be sold since the ranch currently does not have a need or equipment to burn biofuel. So grasses 
are dark green for erosion and light green for production. On the other hand, grasses that have deep 
fibrous roots are excellent for controlling soil erosion near the creek while fruit trees would be harmed 
by flooding making them less valuable for erosion control.  
Table 2 is based on plant lists for local conditions and observations from the ranch on what can 
reasonably be expected to grow well. The degree of performance is subject to the needs of the ranch 
and is a useful tool for moving forward in design.   
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Table 2. Plant matrix. 
 
Performance  
Typ
e 
Category –
Example 
Produce 
Erosion 
Control 
Soil 
Improvement 
Habitat 
Cover/Food 
Human 
Experience 
Pollen Source 
Tr
ee
s 
Timber – Oak, 
Walnut, Poplar 
Timber, 
firewood, 
biofuel 
Extensive 
roots 
Improved 
texture 
Deer, coyote, 
turkey, rabbit, 
squirrel 
Fall color, 
habit 
Spring/early 
summer 
Evergreen – 
White Pine, Red 
Cedar 
 Windbreak   Deer, coyote, 
rabbit, squirrel 
Shelter  Spring/early 
summer 
Nut – Chestnut, 
Hickory, 
Hazelnut 
Nuts Spreading 
roots 
 Deer, coyote, 
turkey,  rabbit, 
squirrel 
Habit Spring/early 
summer 
Fruit – Apple,  
Cherry, 
Persimmon   
Fruit Sensitive to 
flooding 
 Deer, rabbit, 
squirrel 
Habit, spring 
flowers 
Spring/early 
summer 
Sh
ru
b
s 
Flowering –
Viburnum, 
Sumac 
   Deer Fall color Spring/summer 
Fruit – 
Blueberry, 
Elderberry, 
Blackberry   
Fruit   Deer, rabbit Spring 
flowers 
Spring/early 
summer 
Fo
rb
es
 
Flowering – 
Cone Flower, 
Black-eyed 
Susan  
Bird seed, 
cut flowers  
 Root mass Birds, insects Summer 
flowers 
Spring/summer
/fall 
Cover – Alfalfa,  
Cover 
Horse feed Interlocking 
roots 
Nitrogen fixing Rodents, 
insects 
Define 
ground plane 
Spring/summer 
G
ra
ss
e
s 
Dry-Mesic – 
Grama, Prairie 
Dropseed  
Forage  Deep 
interlocking 
roots 
Deep soil 
texture 
Rodents, 
insects 
Soft 
structure 
Summer 
Mesic – Big 
Bluestem, 
Prairie 
Switchgrass  
Biofuel  Interlocking 
roots 
Root mass Rodents, 
insects 
Tall soft 
structure 
Summer 
Savanna – Little 
bluestem, 
Indian Grass, 
Big Bluestem  
Biofuel  Interlocking 
roots 
Root mass Rodents, 
insects 
Soft 
structure  
Summer 
V
in
es
 
Wild – Wild 
Grape 
Fruit   Birds, mice, 
insects 
Texture, 
variety   
Spring/summer 
Cultivated – 
Norton Grape, 
Hops 
Fruit   Insects Vineyard 
aesthetic 
Spring/summer 
 Low Moderate Excellent Key to Table 2 
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Literature Review Summary 
The literature review has brought together specific and fundamental information for the design 
process. Small farms occupy a significant portion of land use in the USRW and can play an active role in 
protecting water quality in the watershed and help to reduce silt loading on Lake Decatur. Marginal land 
on small farms is a promising target for a landscape design intervention and the ranch is well suited as 
prototypical site for such an intervention. Plant types and cropping layouts common to permaculture 
and sylvaculture are uniquely suited for small farm operations and offer multiple functionality in regards 
to cultural, ecological, and productive performance.  
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Chapter 3: Design Process 
Design Intent 
The goal of the design is to optimize practical (human experience & productivity) and ecological 
(habitat & soil conservation) benefits for areas of the site that are considered marginal for annual row 
crops, that is, areas where slope, poor drainage, flooding, proximity to water make conventional farming 
difficult and could increase soil erosion.  
It is common knowledge that waterways can be protected from soil erosion and harmful 
agrochemical runoff by employing such practical elements and techniques as cover crops, grass buffers, 
set-aside acreage, and so forth. But could these elements be more than just practical utilitarian devices? 
It is reasonable to assume that small farm owners wish to invest in land that embraces their particular 
values and provides utility and enjoyment.   
I believe a good way to view the Red Horse Ranch research question is through an iterative 
strategy of considering functional landscape features in isolation in order to engage more fully the 
design possibilities of the parts before envisioning a cohesive final product. The design goal is to explore 
crop layouts and plant materials and how these elements promote both individual function and 
contribute to the interrelated small farm system while simultaneously delivering benefits to the 
watershed.  
Site Conditions 
Historically the land may have been covered by the western edge of forest extending out from 
the Sangamon River (Stelle 1993). It is likely that pre-settlement land cover alternated between prairie, 
savanna, and forest. Post settlement land use has been a mix of crop and livestock farming. Long term 
farming practice has largely been row crops as evident by the presence of windrows of soil ridges 6 to 24 
inches in height along the site’s north property line discovered on a site visit. The ridge was produced by 
cumulative effect of repetitive tilling in the same direction. As a consequence, the top horizon of thin 
fertile soil produced by forest cover is mostly gone exposing nutrient poor glacial till.  
  Established in 1998, the ranch includes 171 acres separated from west to east by a permanent 
low flowing drainage known locally as Pancake Creek which flows east to the Sangamon River. In an 
effort to expedite drainage from surrounding farm fields west and north of the ranch, the Army Corps of 
Engineers straightened the alignment and in doing so entrenched the creek with steep banks the spoils 
of which are mounded along the creek in several locations. Since the USACE has a vested interest in the 
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creek alignment any landscape design intervention that would alter the flow characteristics are off 
limits. 
 The owners have a landscape design in- place promoting conservation and recreation. Of the 
171 acres, 40.3 acres are used for conventional corn and soybean rotation, 25.5 acres are devoted to 
upland forest restoration, 5.4 acres used for prairie restoration, 6.3 for pollinator plot, and 24.4 acres 
serve as grass buffer along the creek. The remaining acreage is devoted to horse pasture, hedgerows, 
outlying small parcels of timber and cultivated fields, and the owner’s residence.  
The owners created a large pond as a recreational and aesthetic amenity. Hedgerows consisting 
of 5 layers of mixed evergreen and deciduous trees have been planted on three sides of the ranch for 
wind protection and privacy. The residence has a second floor studio with large picture windows 
offering views of the ranch to the north, east, and south. The studio view is important consideration for 
design.   
People’s Gas, a natural gas utility company, operates a storage facility north of the ranch and 
has 7 injection wells regularly spaced along the perimeter of the ranch. Gravel roads provide service 
access to the wells and also provides access to the more remote areas of the ranch. Figure 16 is an aerial 
view of the ranch inset with labels indicating current land use. Winter winds predominately blow from 
the north and west. Summer winds are generally out of the south and west.    
 
Figure 16. Red Horse Ranch–existing use.  
 Surrounding the ranch are vast tracks of gently sloping agricultural fields planted in rotations of 
corn and soybeans. The region is mostly open save for the occasional tree cloistered farm house and 
vegetated creeks. Larger stands of maple, hickory, and oak are concentrated along Pancake Creek east 
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of the ranch and along the Sangamon River creating a natural wildlife corridor and connecting the ranch 
to larger plant and animal populations. The connection is important for the circulation of wildlife such as 
deer and coyote as shown in Figure 17. Grassed drainages entering the ranch from the north and west 
are useful for coyote movements and other wildlife making the ranch a nexus for connecting habitat.  
 
 
Figure 17. Aerial view of land surrounding the ranch (source: Google Earth) and wildlife corridors.   
 
Flooding, Slope, and Soil   
Pinpointing areas on the ranch that are marginal was done by overlaying three site conditions 
that leads to marginal farming conditions for conventional row crops. The 3 conditions are the tendency 
for flooding as documented by the US Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) floodplain map, 
nutrient poor soil, namely, Varna silt loam from the Champaign County Soil Survey, and steep slopes 
>5% or flat <0.5% as determined by analyzing topography from USGS LiDar data. The average slope is 
about 2.7% which is not a driving concern. Overlaying these single variable layers in Figure 18 indicates 
where opportunities exist for MPCS, for example the darkest areas near the creek where the flood zone 
overlaps with Varna soil. Slopes are not a dominant variable as could be expected on marginal lands on 
other farms closer to the river. Similar to methods used by Ian McHarg, landscape architect noted for 
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regional planning based on natural processes, in which spatially detailed information is graphically 
overlaid to identify zones of exclusion or constraints as they relate to site design (McHarg 1969), albeit 
on a larger regional scale, the method used for the ranch (Figure 18) works by inclusion so that the 
darkest areas become important for intervention.    
 
Figure 18. Overlay method.  
Owner’s Preferences  
The ranch owners are interested in reclaiming the marginal land areas for ecological restoration 
concentrating on native prairie and forest communities plus enhancing recreational uses for horseback 
riding, hunting, and wildlife watching. Both Gina and Len value the sense of place the ranch projects 
through its rural privacy and natural setting. Guests’ experience is also important as the land is used as a 
backdrop for equestrian activities and hunting with their relatives and friends. It is common for Len to 
walk the interior perimeter of the ranch on a grassed trail network on weekly if not daily basis. The same 
trails are used for horseback riding and access for hunting. The creek is enjoyed as a visual amenity since 
water flow in the creek is generally too low for kayaking or fishing.  
Long term, a legacy of conservation is paramount from a stewardship point of view and as a 
business venture. MPCS fits the strategic goals of stewardship and as a possible revenue stream. For the 
owners, the design process proposed in this thesis is interesting because it could reveal new information 
or new ways thinking about their land.         
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Four Functions 
Multifunctionalism can encompass many facets in landscape architecture depending on context 
or intended purpose (Brandt and Vejre 2004). Whereas Dr. Lovell’s work considers three functions 
(culture, ecology, and production), this research includes four functions throughout the design process; 
1) human experience, 2) wildlife habitat, 3) erosion control, and 4) crop production. The difference is 
wildlife habitat and erosion control expand Dr. Lovell’s ecology category into more specific elements 
that are focused during the design process. 
Inherent in farming as a business model is the requirement of land to support the growth and 
harvest of crops. Obviously production is the land’s primary function on a farm. Erosion is important as 
previously discussed because of the need to protect water quality downstream and keep valuable soil in 
place. Wildlife habitat creation or enhancement is important not only because of ethical motivations but 
in response to the owner’s preferences and the overall health of the ranch ecosystem. These four 
functions are explored through a series of quick, iterative designs illustrated in plan view. Each function 
is isolated in order to concentrate on the site’s constraints and opportunities in view of the particulars of 
optimizing the function. Some areas of the property remain largely unaltered in the design process such 
as the 20 acres of conventional crops west of the residence and the 46 acres on the east side of the 
property and the residence and barn.   
Human Experience 
Design for human experience is driven by the owner’s desire to experience visual interest as 
they walk or ride around their land. Therefore, early ideas explored experiences as one would negotiate 
the site on foot or horseback. Crop arrangements such as the pocket, terracing, or wave are positioned 
to make use of natural surface drainage and summer wind direction. Trails divide crops. This is a more or 
less utilitarian approach to keep the site open for the enjoyment that comes from passing through the 
fields. The same trails are also used for tending the crops. Multiple use trails is a feature carried forward 
throughout the design process. Figure 19 and Figure 20 have the same trail system (drawn in red) 
passing through different crop layouts. Each plan capitalizes on trees to frame views of the crops and 
either single or double alleys for shelter. Pancake Creek naturally unifies the site and its prominence is 
amplified with a border of herbaceous plants such as native prairie grasses and forbs. The veiwshed 
from the guest parking between the house and barn greets the owners when they pull their cars out of 
the garage and guests to the ranch. This view overlooks the horse pasture and open fields beyond where 
the topography slopes toward both sides of the creek.    
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Figure 19. Human experience design sketch A. 
  
Figure 20. Human experience design sketch B. 
Crop arrangements that exploit dominant views from the residence are expressed in Figure 
21Figure 21. A pollinator strip directs the east view from the house, surrounding the pond. Blocks of 
crops radiate from the residence creating avenues for viewing deer at dawn and dusk as they come out 
of the woods and into the open to forage. Pollinator plantings also emphasize the south east crop 
orientation. The trail system is relegated to strict utilitarian service and losses its ability to choreograph 
movement. Clues to a suitable design begin to emerge with the idea of reinforcing the creek as a 
unifying element, trails that direct attention, and sweeping views from the residence.  
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Figure 21. Human experience design sketch C. 
Habitat 
Adding sources of food and shelter for pollinators, both insects and birds, and making the site 
even more desirable for transient and resident creatures are the main drivers for habitat interventions. 
Ecological principles such as optimizing edge conditions and establishing varied microclimates are 
brought into use. Used liberally in the design of Figure 22, savanna cropping is used to benefit terrestrial 
creatures as well as to shade the creek to promote cool water temperatures for aquatic life. Even 
though the USACE restricts altering the creek channel, the creek is split as a design experiment to 
increase the length of shoreline for more emergent plants and amphibious life. If the creek could be 
altered, then an advantageous location is in the bend south of the pond because it would be visible from 
the residence and the existing sharp turn could be softened to ease erosion of the stream bank. The 
drainage from the north is also altered to form an ephemeral wetland.   
Another approach is to use place pollinator plantings around the pond as shown in Figure 23–to 
benefit neighboring crops. Savanna is reduced but remains vital in the overall design for raptor perching, 
nesting, and refuge for deer. The creek surface is shaded and shelter for wildlife is gained by placing 
ornamental or otherwise non-crop trees such as maple or hackberry in discrete clumps along the creek. 
Strip and block cropping fills in large areas for nesting game birds such as pheasants. An orchard is 
included for nesting song birds across the creek from residence. Shelter for overwintering birds can be 
found in the pocket crop layout.       
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Figure 22. Habitat design sketch A. 
  
 
Figure 23. Habitat design sketch B. 
Soil Erosion  
A few of the types of crop arrangements are directly applicable to slowing overland or sheet 
erosion such a terracing or contour planting. The vineyard is most effective for production when aligned 
perpendicular to the movement of the sun which puts the layout in opposition to slowing overland flow 
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on the ranch since the majority of the area drains north/south to the creek. However, vineyards could 
be used as windbreaks to reduce soil moisture loss and, when planted with an integrated cover crop, 
provide protection from rainsplash and runoff. Wave and alley types provide similar protection. The 
main advantage of hedgerows is to reduce wind velocity but they can also work as a savanna-like 
production feature integrating nut or timber trees with fruiting understory trees, vines, and brambles. 
Presented in Figure 24 is a design that combines terracing on sloping ground, wave, and alley on 
relatively flat ground, and savanna. Intermittent drainage from the north would be intercepted by 
vegetated swales to slow runoff. The design in Figure 25 applies terracing over a large part of the land 
and expands the pollinator planting along the creek and drainages with alley and wave arrangements 
centrally located for more intense farm operation. Hedgerows are a key feature in Figure 26 for wind 
protection and strip and alley plantings are aligned mostly perpendicular to the ground slope to slow 
overland runoff. The drainages also are planted with rows of moisture loving trees, effectively dividing 
the farm into separate spaces which could be further developed in the final design.    
 
Figure 24. Soil erosion design sketch A. 
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Figure 25. Soil erosion design sketch B. 
  
 
Figure 26. Soil erosion design sketch C. 
Production  
Permaculture and sylvaculture practices are at the core of the production strategy. Savanna 
planting is widely used in the central portion of the site in Figure 27 and Figure 28 with the intent of 
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centralizing farm operations associated with the understory and ground plantings. The downside to this 
plan is there would be a long startup time for the trees to mature thus making savanna more suitable 
farther away from the barn and more intense systems like the keyway could then be located closer to 
optimize labor and equipment use. The principal component in Figure 29 is the mandala for a very 
intense farming layout. The mandala is also attractive for its circular visual repetition.   
 
Figure 27. Production design sketch A. 
  
 
Figure 28. Production design sketch B. 
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Introduced in the design in Figure 29 is the need to allow space for supporting outbuildings to 
store equipment and to provide drying facilities such as a silo or grainhouse. This idea is included in the 
design shown in Figure 30 in which a diversified rotation of crops could be facilitated by small plots or 
vineyards centrally located with savanna placed farther way. Placing savanna toward the edges of the 
ranch has the added advantage of protecting tree roots from soil compaction introduced by machinery. 
Timber harvesting would be accessed from the gravel gas well roads from the south.   
 
Figure 29. Production design sketch C. 
 
Figure 30. Production design sketch D. 
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Final Design   
The final design combines the most suitable elements from the four separate functions. Overall, 
the ranch is unified by wide ribbon of interwoven native grasses and forbs accentuating the creek 
curvature and its tributaries as it slips through the ranch. This pollinator strip serves not only as a food 
source for insects but habitat and bank stabilization during flooding. Visible from nearly every vantage 
point, the pollinator strip forms a relationship of function and unity with the land and is a dominant 
design feature shown in the plan view in Figure 31.    
 
Figure 31. Final design plan view. 
One of the regular enjoyments of living in the country is watching for wildlife when they step 
out of the woods and into open spaces for forage near dawn and dusk especially deer that are often 
seen from the residence second floor windows. This phenomenon is staged with a long deliberate 
threshold of shrubs, cedars, and flowering trees that border savanna plantings in the southern 
midsection of the ranch. From the residence and pond areas the creek disappears and reemerges 
through the threshold. The thick row of trees and shrubs also serves to strengthen the repetitive form of 
the strip and terraced crops by separating them from the loosely structured informal savanna.  
Crop layout is arranged with the most intensive types such as keyway and vineyard close to the 
residence. The keyway is a starting point for visitors to immerse themselves in farming at a personal 
scale on walkable, connecting paths through closely arranged crops. Equipment sheds, low greenhouse 
tunnels, and a storage silo are kept close to the north tree line for convenience and to visually accent 
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rather than block views from the residence (Figure 32). For quick farm to table service of fresh fruits, the 
vineyard and orchard are kept close to the residence. Close proximity makes these areas convenient for 
garden parties and impromptu contact with nature.  
 
Figure 32. Ranch view from the residence driveway.  
Across the creek and more remote are savanna crops. Even before the savanna trees mature the 
secluded area will provide habitat and can be used for hunting and camping. Once fully established, the 
savanna will become a haven for animals that roam the creek and a destination for hiking and horseback 
riding. Experiencing the many areas of the ranch is choreographed through a network shortgrass trails 
mapped in Figure 33. The Loop trail is drawn in red dashed lines, blue and green dashed line represent 
secondary trails.  
 
Figure 33. Trail map.  
Moving clockwise on the main trail takes one on a loop around the ranch, passing through the 
tree line along the north and into the wood on the east end of the property. As the trail emerges from 
the east woods, views of the conventional row crops appear then the trail follows the threshold for a 
short distance before wandering among native prairie plant drifts of the creek buffer. Then the main 
trail loop turns across a low water creek crossing through contoured fields and through the threshold to 
the savanna. A change in scale will be apparent as one passes from the regularly spaced contoured crops 
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across the threshold (Figure 34) into the scattered savanna crops–even more so when the oaks and 
hickories reach their full height and weave an overhead plane with their canopies.  
 
Figure 34. Passing from contour crops through the threshold into the savanna.  
The loop trail crosses the creek twice more before arriving at a cluster of trees serving as the 
focal point for a whimsical yet purposeful double row of fruit trees that converge to force the 
perspective of contoured crops as seen from the residence. Located on a slight rise, the focal point is a 
place of prospect for wildlife watching and picnicking. From the focal point the trail is aligned with the 
residence as a waypoint across the creek. Looping back to the start, the trail crosses the creek one last 
time then through orderly rows of the vineyard (Figure 35).   
 
Figure 35. Forced perspective view from the residence.  
Secondary trails add complexity to the ranch by providing choices among subspaces and 
experiences such as walking along the creek or among the fields. The pollinator strip can be experienced 
at each creek crossing (Figure 36). Here tall grasses are planted in short lines that float back and forth 
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and mix with prairie wildflowers and short grasses. Over time the linear plantings will spread to form 
dense drifts. The trail extending south from the residence provides access to the orchard (Figure 37).    
 
Figure 36. View of side trail passing through pollinator strip.  
 
 
Figure 37. Secondary trail to the orchard.  
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The ranch design seeks to balance human experience, habitat, erosion control, and production. 
This design successfully integrates these functions based on unconventional farming perennial cropping 
arrangements–capitalizing on their forms to create spaces and recognizing overlapping roles of the 
individual cropping elements. Figure 38 shows remarkable visual richness achieved by integrating the 
elements to reinforce the reading of the creek. The ranch design stands out as unique but functional 
agrosystem that could be adapted to similar small farms in the Sangamon River watershed.     
 
Figure 38. Perspectival view of the final design.  
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Evaluation of Design   
The performance of the final MPCS design is evaluated by applying the Multifunctional 
Landscape Assessment Tool (MLAT) developed by Dr. Lovell et al. (2010) to determine agroecosystem 
performance. Landscape features are rated by three main functions: cultural, ecological, and 
production. For this research, human experience is represented by cultural functions, wildlife habitat 
and erosion are grouped under the ecological functions, and production accounts for anticipated levels 
of material input and yield as well as product quality, and marketability. Implicit production cost is 
widely variable and is not included in this assessment.  
Under each function there are 5 unique attributes rated from -2 to +2. Attributes inhibiting the 
viability of a function receive negative values. Attributes that promote viability receive positive ratings. 
Zero ratings area assigned to attributes that neither promote or restrict a landscape feature or are 
simply not applicable. Values are assigned based on this author’s knowledge, review of literature (Lovell 
et al., 2010), and input and preferences of the ranch owners. Ratings are applied to fully mature and 
operational landscape features in the context of their relative area in relation to the whole site and their 
contribution to the farm as an integrated system. Therefore, ratings can change in regards to the 
features area, location, and proportion to the site. The performance of each function is the total value 
between -10 to +10 of its attributes. The sum of the functional values of each feature is a measure of the 
multifunctionality of the ranch.  
 The area of the landscape features are mapped in Figure 39 and used together with rating 
values as inputs in the worksheet shown in Figure 40. Output is illustrated in Figure 41. To understand 
the MLAT results, one can use the performance sum of the conventional crops (6) to contrast the 
functionality of perennial crops which has a greater sum of 15. Production of both features are rated the 
same but the MPCS provides more cultural functionality in the form of enjoyable human experience 
from walking among the variety of perennial crops on interconnected trails making it a unique space 
compared to conventional row crops. Perennial crops provide habitat and their deep roots contribute to 
carbon sequestration, water infiltration, and reduce soil erosion which warrants higher ecological 
function rating than conventional crops. Bare ground left exposed all winter after conventional crops are 
harvested is a source of erosion warranting a negative ecological value. Conventional crops are rated the 
lowest of any crop system, less than half the value of perennial crops, illustrating the benefit of using 
MPCS to farm marginal land.  
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Figure 39. MPCS landscape features used as inputs in the MLAT.  
 
Figure 40. MPCS design assessment worksheet. 
 
Figure 41. MLAT output illustrating the spatial extent and performance of the MPCS design.  
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Conventional crops cover a large portion of the farmable land (38.3%) followed closely in size by 
the pollinator strip along the creek (24.3%) and the perennial crops (22.3%) with the remaining feature 
taking up the remaining 15%. Even though the area of the conventional crops is the largest landscape 
feature in terms of area, its contribution to total landscape performance, weighted according to area, or 
performance-area1(performance sum multiplied by area) is less than the pollinator strip or the perennial 
crops demonstrating that smaller areas, even on marginal land, can be a valuable asset to the whole 
farm argosystem. While not part of the original MLAT methodology, the performance-area value 
provides a convenient way to contrast alternative land use scenarios.  
 For comparison MLAT is applied to two alternate scenarios; a conservation landscape designed 
and planted by the owners including upland forest, prairie restoration, and a pollinator plot (Figure 42, 
43 and 44) and the ranch configured with conventional row crops (Figure 45, 46, and 47). The native 
prairie grass and forb pollinator strip in the MPCS design is replaced with a slightly less performing grass 
buffer in the alternate scenarios. The loop trail is assumed consistent in all ranch layouts. The 40.3 acres 
of conventional crops is also constant in all scenarios as this area is prime farmland and the owners wish 
to keep it in production.  
  
                                                             
1 Performance-area is a unitless product becouse the performance rating has no units.  
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Figure 42. Conservation landscape features used as inputs in MLAT.  
 
Figure 43. Conservation design assessment worksheet. 
 
Figure 44. MLAT output illustrating the spatial extent and performance of the conservation design.  
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Figure 45. Conventional cropping landscape features used as inputs in MLAT.  
 
Figure 46. Conventional cropping assessment worksheet. 
 
Figure 47. MLAT output illustrating the spatial extent and performance of the conventional cropping.  
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The MPCS scenario performance value (1,275) is 
only about 6% more than conservation scenario (1,197) 
reflecting similarity in land use. The main difference is forest 
and prairie used for conservation instead of higher 
production performing savanna and perennial crops in the 
MPCS design. If the landscape of the ranch were to revert 
back to the status quo of conventional crops then the 
performance value falls dramatically to 797 demonstrating a 
low level of multifunctionality of annual row crops even 
though production is strong.  
Another technique for putting MLAT results into 
context is to normalize the performance values for each 
scenario by the total 105.2 farmable acreage. The result is 
the average performance sum. This approach moves closer 
to understanding the relationship between the MPCS design 
and an optimized or maximized design solution. Thus the 
average performance sums are 12, 11, and 8 for MPCS, 
conservation, and conventional scenarios respectively. 
Figure 48 this relationship and shows that 100 % 
conventional crops scored 6 (the lowest) and 100% savanna 
scored 23 (the maximum) which begs the question, why is 
the average performance sum of the MPCS design only half 
of the maximum?  
If the entire ranch were covered in savanna the performance would hypothetically be 23. But 
the owners enjoy watching wildlife in the open from their studio window and an all savanna landscape 
would be rated lower in cultural function. Furthermore a 100% savanna scheme could be arranged with 
long sight lines to accommodate viewing but at the sacrifice of pollinator plantings, visual appeal, and 
loss of crop diversity from the other agrosystems. The ranch would also lose variety of space, legibility of 
the contour plantings and complexity in design driving the ratings for savanna down in the context of 
whole farm. Therefore, rating each attribute in MLAT is a function of the landscape as an interrelated 
Figure 48. Performance ranking diagram, 
Landscape features (left) and design 
scenarios (right).  
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system, so the performance is not a linear function but is adaptable to size and location of the individual 
features of the entire landscape.   
Regardless of the qualitative value assessed for the MPCS design, its combined functionality of 
culture, ecology, and production is relatively stronger than the alternatives. MLAT is insightful for 
verifying design intent and comparing alternative concepts through a methodology that is flexible 
enough to be tailored to a specific site. The subjective nature of the assessment allows the process to 
contour the design intent whereas an objective basis would not be as form fitting–restricting its 
significance.  
Tweaking the final design could raise the total performance. Introducing an outdoor 
dinner/picnic patio in the middle of the vineyard would raise its utility. Simple earthwork and low 
retaining walls or similar structures used to accentuate the perennial crops could raise the visual quality 
rating. Indeed, increasing the level of design detail to support stronger and more plausible functionality 
would clearly justify higher ratings; however, the scope of this research plateaus at a master plan level–
sutable for argiculture but lacking intricate details connected with and implementation plan. 
Reproportioning feature size could increase the performance value of any particular feature at the 
expense of another. For example, reducing the arboretum in lieu of more savanna or eliminating the 
threshold for more savanna would leave the landscape without its unique space-defining features.  
Caution must be exercised in applying tools such as MLAT too early in the design process or 
creativity could be jeopardized. In other words, balance of creativity and efficacy is needed for 
successful MPCS design and the final design in this research does just that. The design is successful 
because it is a synthesis of research and creativity that increases the ability of the landscape to support 
a diverse agroecosystem while as the same time it embodies the owners’ preferences.  
Watershed Scale 
Assessing the impact of the MPCS design at the watershed scale is done by comparing the MPCS 
design to conventional farming by using the USDA FSA Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE) to estimate 
the reduction in silt carried off the site and into Lake Decatur. It is assumed that all the soil eroded from 
the ranch would travel the length of the Upper Sangamon River and does not get deposited along the 
way in swales or other catchments. “The USLE takes into account the major factors that influence soil 
erosion by rainfall: rainfall patterns, soil types, slope steepness, and management and conservation 
practices.” (Walker and Pope 1983).  
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The USLE equation is the product of factors that reduce the rainfall erosion potential: 
A = R * K * LS * C * P  
where   A = soil loss, tons per year per acre 
R = rainfall erosion index 
K = soil erodibility factor 
LS = length and steepness of slope factor 
C = cropping and management factor 
P = conservation practices factor 
Soil loss calculations for the MPCS design and the conventional cropping scenario are tabulated 
in Table 3. Rainfall erosion index for Champaign County is taken from the University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign Cooperative Extension Service Circular 1220 (Walker and Pope 1983). The k value is 0.32 for 
the dominate soil types (Varna silt loam and Catlin silt loam). Slopes range between 1.3% and 4.1% or 
simply 2.7% average. The average maximum slope length is 550 feet, therefore, the slope length and 
steepness factor is 0.49. Assuming conventional tilling and a corn-soybean rotation method is used (as is 
the norm in the watershed) the C factor is 0.48. The C value for the MPCS acreage is very low, 0.003, due 
to the mix of crops with interlocking lateral roots. The difference in C values alone has a significant 
effect on soil loss equation. Finally the P value for conventional crops based on aligning the rows 
perpendicular to slope contour is 0.50. P value to MPCS is 0.25, appropriate for perennial crops and 
savanna.   
Table 3. Soil erosion equation values for conventional farming and MPCS. 
Factor Conventional Scenario MPCS Scenario 
R 180 180 
K 0.32 0.32 
LS 0.49 0.49 
C 0.48 0.003 
P 0.50 0.25 
A 6.8 tons/acre/year 0.02 tons/acre/year 
  
The estimated soil loss per acre per year due to erosion by rainfall is 6.8 tons if the ranch were farmed 
with conventional corn and soybean and only 0.02 tons for fully mature MPCS–a 99% decrease. This 
means the permanent vegetation cover of a MPCS will stop most water-erodible soil from being washed 
down stream.  
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 As demonstrated with the MLAT and USLE evaluation, perennial crops play an important role in 
enhancing the cultural character of a landscape while building a sustainable ecosystem and diversifying 
production. The evaluations also demonstrate the potential for gaining multiple positive functions 
through widespread application of perennial cropping systems on marginal lands in the USRW.  
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Chapter 4: Conclusion 
The MPCS design is successful on multiple levels. First and foremost the design embodies 
aesthetic preferences and land use needs of the ranch owners. Second the design demonstrates social, 
ecological, and productive advantages in comparison to conventional cropping. Lastly, and most 
important to the actual design process, landscape form was found through thorough examination of the 
cropping patterns that support and diversity functional capacity. The iterative design process 
undertaken was an effective and creative process for linking desirable elements of a MPCS design into a 
cohesive and synergetic whole.  
Assessment shows high multifunctional performance of MPCS over straight forward 
conservation scheme and conventional farming. If MPCS were widely applied on marginal farm land 
throughout the watershed silt loads flowing in the Sangamon River and into Lake Decatur would 
certainly be reduced.  
Limitations of the prototypical design advanced in this research lies in its singular consideration 
of a specific site instead of universal MPCS design adaption. A broader approach to applying MPCS 
would enrich regional character and support multiple ecologies. Identifying local market networks would 
help conceptualize the roll of farming marginal land with perennial crops in the watershed as a valuable 
asset. Gains could also be made through future research steered toward refining cropping and plant 
typologies posited herein. Nonetheless, this research is an important exemplar for small farm owners, 
operators, and designers seeking to study or implement MPCS design. The final MPCS plan posited in 
this research, however successful, is but one exciting landscape solution derived from vast possibilities 
of designing with perennial agrosystem features.   
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